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Abstract
Software obfuscation is a crucial technology to protect intel-
lectual property and manage digital rights within our society.
Despite its huge practical importance, both commercial and
academic state-of-the-art obfuscation methods are vulnera-
ble to a plethora of automated deobfuscation attacks, such
as symbolic execution, taint analysis, or program synthesis.
While several enhanced obfuscation techniques were recently
proposed to thwart taint analysis or symbolic execution, they
either impose a prohibitive runtime overhead or can be re-
moved in an automated way (e. g., via compiler optimizations).
In general, these techniques suffer from focusing on a single
attack vector, allowing an attacker to switch to other, more
effective techniques, such as program synthesis.

In this work, we present LOKI, an approach for software
obfuscation that is resilient against all known automated deob-
fuscation attacks. To this end, we use and efficiently combine
multiple techniques, including a generic approach to syn-
thesize formally verified expressions of arbitrary complexity.
Contrary to state-of-the-art approaches that rely on a few hard-
coded generation rules, our expressions are more diverse and
harder to pattern match against. We show that even the state-
of-the-art approach on Mixed-Boolean Arithmetic (MBA)
deobfuscation fails to simplify them. Moreover, LOKI pro-
tects against previously unaccounted attack vectors such as
program synthesis, for which it reduces the success rate to
merely 19%. In a comprehensive evaluation, we show that
our design incurs significantly less overhead while providing
a much stronger protection level compared to existing works.

1 Introduction
Obfuscation describes the process of applying transformations
to a given program with the goal of protecting the code from
prying eyes. Generally speaking, obfuscation works by taking
(parts of) a program and transforming it into a more complex,
less intelligible representation, while at the same time pre-
serving its observable input-output behavior [19]. Usually,

such transformations come at the cost of increased program
runtime and size, thus trading intelligibility for overhead. Al-
though formal verification of code transformations is hard
to achieve in practice [49, 85], obfuscation is used in a wide
range of real-world scenarios. Examples include protection of
intellectual property (IP), digital rights management (DRM),
and concealment of malicious behavior in software. Generally
speaking, obfuscation protects critical (often small) code parts
against reverse engineering and, thus, misuse by competitors
or other parties. For example, most contemporary DRM sys-
tems rely on some kind of obfuscation to prevent attackers
from distributing unauthorized copies of their product [53].
License checks and cryptographic authentication schemes are
examples for code that is commonly obfuscated in practice
to prevent analysis. Most copy-protection schemes used by
games use some kind of obfuscation to prevent unauthorized
copies. As another example, market-leading companies, such
as Snapchat, obfuscate how API calls to their backend are
constructed, preventing abuse and access by competitors [28].

Among the countless obfuscation methods proposed in the
literature [1,8,14,19,31,35,40,50,54,56,67,74,77,80,81,87],
one of the most promising techniques is Virtual Machine
(VM)-based obfuscation [31,58]. State-of-the-art, commercial
obfuscators such as THEMIDA [55] and VMPROTECT [73],
as well as most game copy-protection schemes used in prac-
tice [26, 66], make extensive use of VM-based obfuscation.
They transform the to-be-protected code from its original
Instruction Set Architecture (ISA) into a custom one, and
bundle an interpreter with the program that emulates the new
ISA. This effectively breaks any analysis tool unfamiliar with
the new architecture. Attackers aiming to deobfuscate code
affected by this scheme must first uncover the custom ISA be-
fore they can reconstruct the original code [58, 64]. Since the
custom instruction sets are conceptually simple, VM-based
obfuscation software usually applies additional obfuscating
transformations to the interpreter such that it is harder to ana-
lyze. For example, dead code insertion or constant unfolding
are often used. At their core, these transformations inflate the
number of executed instructions and mainly add to the code’s
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syntactic complexity, but can be successful in thwarting man-
ual attacks.

However, it is often sufficient to apply well-known com-
piler optimizations, such as dead code elimination, constant
folding, or constant propagation, to reduce the code’s syn-
tactic complexity and enable subsequent analyses [34, 84].
We tested this hypothesis and observe that this applies to the
state-of-the-art tools THEMIDA and VMPROTECT, for both
their fastest and strongest protection configurations: We found
that a simple dead code elimination manages to reduce the
number of assembly instructions per handler by at least 50%
for five different targets, tremendously simplifying both man-
ual and automated analyses (cf. Table 1). Subsequently, the
resulting code can be further simplified using a wide range
of automated techniques, including taint analysis [82, 84],
symbolic execution [83, 84], program synthesis [7, 25], and
various others [5, 6, 21, 29, 30, 34, 36, 42, 47, 58, 59, 64].

The reliance on syntactic complexity in state-of-the-art ob-
fuscation schemes and the broad arsenal of advanced deobfus-
cation techniques sparked further research in the construction
of more resilient schemes that aim to impede these automated
analyses. Proposals were made to hinder taint analysis [10,60]
and render symbolic execution ineffective [1, 54, 80, 87]. For
example, the latter can be achieved by triggering a path explo-
sion for the symbolic execution engine by artificially increas-
ing the number of paths to analyze. Other promising obfusca-
tion schemes emerged, including Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic
(MBA) expressions [2, 29, 87] that offer a model to encode
arbitrary arithmetic formulas in a complex manner. The ex-
pressions are represented in a domain that does not easily lend
itself to simplification, effectively hiding the actual semantic
operations. Usually, automated approaches to deobfuscate
MBAs are based on symbolic simplification [6, 29, 30, 36];
they rely on certain assumptions about the expression’s struc-
ture, making them unfit to simplify such expressions in the
general case. Other approaches are based on program synthe-
sis [7, 25, 51], which have been proven highly effective for
most tasks. In general, synthesis-based deobfuscation tech-
niques remain unchallenged to date and are valuable methods
for automated analysis of obfuscated code. Recent works
aiming at simplifying MBA turned towards machine learn-
ing [32] and algebraic simplification [48]. Especially the latter
approach, relying on a hidden two-way feature between 1-bit
and n-bit variables used within MBAs, provides an automated
attacker with unprecedented MBA deobfuscation capabilities.

In this paper, we introduce a novel and comprehensive set of
obfuscation techniques that can be combined to protect code
against all known automated deobfuscation attacks, while
imposing only reasonable overhead in terms of space and
runtime. Our techniques are specifically designed such that a
human analyst gains no significant advantage from employ-
ing automated deobfuscation techniques, including compiler
optimizations (cf. Table 1), forward taint analysis, symbolic
execution, and even program synthesis (cf. Section 6). We

explicitly assume scenarios where these techniques are specif-
ically tailored to our design (white-box scenario).

To achieve such protection, we propose a generic algorithm
to synthesize formally verified, arbitrarily complex MBA ex-
pressions. This is in strong contrast to state-of-the-art ap-
proaches that rely on a few handwritten rules, greatly limiting
their effectiveness. For example, given 7,000 VM handlers,
TIGRESS—the state-of-the-art academic obfuscator—uses
only 16 unique MBAs, while our design features ~5,500
unique MBAs. As a result, our MBAs are highly unlikely
to be simplified: In fact, current state-of-the-art MBA deob-
fuscation tools such as MBA-BLAST [48] can only simplify
0.5% of LOKI’s MBAs. Furthermore, we conduct the first
conclusive analysis of the limits of program synthesis with
regard to deobfuscation. Based on the resulting insights, we
present a hardening technique capable of impeding program
synthesis, reducing its success rate to 19%—for TIGRESS, it
is 67%. In summary, we present a new design featuring both
high diversity and resilience against static and dynamic, au-
tomated deobfuscation attacks. While providing more value,
our design incurs significantly less overhead compared to
commercial, state-of-the-art obfuscation schemes (up to 40
times). Moreover, we port modern testing techniques, i. e.,
formal verification and fuzzing, to our design and show that
complex combinations of obfuscation transformations benefit
from such methods to assert the correctness of complex and
non-deterministic obfuscation transformations.

Contributions. We make the following contributions:

• We present the design, implementation, and evaluation of
LOKI, a software obfuscation approach resilient against
all known automated deobfuscation attacks, even in
white-box scenarios.

• We introduce a generic approach to synthesize diverse
and formally verified Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic (MBA)
expressions of arbitrary complexity that withstand even
current state-of-the-art deobfuscation attacks.

• We are the first to propose an approach resilient against
program synthesis-based attacks and map out limits of
program synthesis in an empirical evaluation.

We publish the source code of LOKI as well as all evalua-
tion artifacts (including test cases, binaries, and evaluation
tooling) at https://github.com/RUB-Syssec/loki. An ex-
tended version of this paper with more technical details is
available as a technical report [62].

2 Technical Background
We start by providing an overview of the required technical
information on obfuscation and deobfuscation techniques.
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Table 1: VM handler statistics for THEMIDA, VMPROTECT, and our approach called LOKI. The two commercial obfuscators are configured in their fastest
(Virtualization and Tiger White) and strongest configuration (Ultra and Dolphin Black), but without additional security features (e. g., anti-debug). We track their
handlers’ average number of assembly and intermediate language (IL) instructions before and after dead code elimination (denoted as the percentage-wise
reduction in parentheses). All values are averaged over five cryptographic algorithms (AES, DES, MD5, RC4, and SHA-1).

VMPROTECT THEMIDA LOKI
Statistics Virtualization Ultra Tiger White Dolphin Black

Assembly instructions 69 (−50.79%) 73 (−51.58%) 219 (−53.68%) 243 (−56.01%) 222 (−1.14%)
IL instructions 75 (−50.88%) 80 (−51.89%) 221 (−53.76%) 247 (−55.94%) 234 (−1.44%)

Handlers executed 46,591 151,303 83,191 290,815 4,123
. . . of them unique 274 4,578 204 337 55

2.1 VM-based Obfuscation
Virtual machine-based obfuscation, also known as virtual-
ization, protects code by translating it into an intermediate
representation called bytecode. This bytecode is interpreted
by a CPU implemented in software, adhering to a custom in-
struction set architecture (ISA). An attacker must first reverse
engineer this software CPU, a tedious and time-consuming
task [58, 64]. Only after understanding the VM, they can re-
construct the original high-level code.

VM Interpreter. The original, unprotected code is replaced
with a call to the VM entry that invokes the interpreter. It sets
up the initial context of the VM and points it to the bytecode
that is to be interpreted. This is implemented by the VM
dispatcher using a fetch-decode-execute loop: first, it fetches
the next instruction, decodes its opcode, and then transfers
execution to the respective VM handler. Often, the handler is
determined via a global handler table that is indexed by the
opcode. After handler execution, the control flow returns to
the VM dispatcher. Eventually, execution finishes by invoking
a special VM exit handler aborting the loop.

Abstraction of Handler Semantics. Handlers are often
semantically simple [7, 58]; they perform a single arithmetic
or logical operation on a number of operands, e. g., x⊙ y. We
call the semantic function of a handler, i. e., the underlying
instruction it implements, its core semantics. We can repre-
sent core semantics as a function f (x,y), or more general
as f (x,y,c) where c is a constant. To measure the syntactic
complexity of the core semantics, we compute the (syntactic)
expression depth of f as the sum of all variable occurrences
and operators. In contrast, the semantic depth refers to the
syntactic depth of the syntactically shortest equivalent expres-
sion. Intuitively, it can be understood as the number of nodes
in an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST).
Example 1: We can represent a VM handler’s core semantics
x+ y as f (x,y,c) := x+ y with a syntactic depth of 3. A syn-
tactically more complex function g(x,y,c) := x+y−x+c−c
has a syntactic depth of 9 but a semantic depth of 1, since g
can be simplified to g(x,y,c) := y.

Superoperators. Superoperators [57] are an approach to
make handlers semantically more complex. Intuitively, this is
achieved by combining different instruction sequences from
the unprotected code into a single VM handler. Usually, these
sequences compute independent results such that this VM “su-

perhandler” computes multiple, independent VM handlers in a
single step. As a consequence, superoperators often have mul-
tiple input and output tuples. Related to our function abstrac-
tion, we can say the function fs((x0,y0,c0), . . . ,(xn,yn,cn))
computes an output tuple (o0, . . . ,on), where xi, yi, ci and oi
represent the core semantics’ inputs/output of a semantically
simple VM handler. While originally developed to minimize
the number of handlers executed to improve performance, su-
peroperators have been used by obfuscators such as TIGRESS
primarily for obtaining more complex VM handlers.

2.2 Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic
Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic (MBA) describes an approach to
encode expressions in a syntactically complex manner. The
goal is to hide underlying semantics in syntactically complex
constructs. First described by Zhou et al. [87], MBA algebra
connects arithmetic operations (e. g., addition) with bitwise
operations (e. g., logical operations or bitshifts). The resulting
expressions are usually hard to simplify symbolically [29,78],
since, for every expression, an infinite number of syntactic
representations exists. In general, the task of reducing MBA
expressions—known as arithmetic encodings [1]—to equiva-
lent but simpler expressions is NP-hard [87].
Example 2: f (x,y,c) := x+ y and g(x,y,c) := (x⊕ y)+ 2 ·
(x∧ y) are semantically equivalent. Both implement the same
core semantics, but g uses a syntactically more complex rep-
resentation, called MBA.

3 Automated Deobfuscation Attacks

In the following, we detail common techniques used to
analyze obfuscated code.

Forward Taint Analysis. Forward taint analysis follows
the data flow of so-called taint sources, e. g., input variables,
and marks all instructions as tainted that directly or indirectly
depend on these sources [63,64,82,84]. Taint analyses are im-
plemented with varying granularity, referring to the smallest
unit they can taint. Common approaches use either bit-level or
byte-level granularity. Forward taint analysis can be used to
reduce obfuscated code to the instructions depending on user
input. The underlying idea is that important semantics rely
only on the identified taint sources. All other code constructs,
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1 mov edx, eax ; edx1 := eax1
2 mov ecx, 0x20 ; ecx1 := 0x20
3 add edx, ecx ; edx2 := edx1 + ecx1
4 add edx, 0x10 ; edx3 := edx2 + 0x10

Figure 1: An assembly code snippet used to illustrate forward taint analysis,
backward slicing, and symbolic execution.

e. g., as added by an obfuscator, can be omitted in an auto-
mated matter. Still, if these constructs perform calculations
on the user input, taint analysis can be mislead [10, 60].
Example 3: In Figure 1, assume eax is a taint source. The
analysis taints the first, third, and fourth instruction since
they propagate a taint source. It does not taint the second
instruction. While its value is later used in tainted instructions,
it does not directly depend on eax.

Backward Slicing. Contrary to forward taint analysis,
backward slicing is a backward analysis. Starting from some
output variable, it recursively backtracks and marks all input
variables on which the output depends [24, 75, 84]. In code
deobfuscation, slicing can be used to find all instructions that
contribute to the output. Applied to VM handlers, it allows to
strip all code not directly related to a handler’s core seman-
tics. Similar to forward taint analysis, increasing the number
of dependencies (e. g., by inserting junk calculations to the
output) reduces the usefulness of slicing.
Example 4: When backtracking the value of edx (line 4 in
Figure 1) by following each use and definition, each instruc-
tion is marked as they all contribute to the output.

Symbolic Execution. Symbolic execution allows to sum-
marize assembly code algebraically. Instead of using concrete
values, it tracks symbolic assignments of registers and mem-
ory in a state map [63]. Often, it works on a verbose represen-
tation of code, called intermediate language (IL). Symbolic
executors usually know common arithmetic identities and
can perform basic simplification, e. g., constant propagation.
Applied to code obfuscation, symbolic execution is used to
symbolically extract the core semantics of VM handlers [47],
track user input in an execution trace [59, 83, 84], or detect
opaque predicates (in combination with SMT solvers) [5].
Typically, techniques to impede symbolic execution aim at
artificially increasing the syntactic complexity of arithmetic
operations (via MBAs) or the number of paths to analyze
(triggering a so-called path explosion) [1, 54].
Example 5: After symbolic execution of Figure 1, we obtain
the following mappings: eax maps to itself (it has not been
modified), ecx maps to 0x20 (line 2). The formula for edx is
eax+0x20+0x10. Using arithmetic identities, the symbolic
execution engine can simplify the expression to eax+0x30.

Program Synthesis. In contrast to other techniques that
rely on syntactic analysis of obfuscated code, program syn-
thesis-based approaches operate on the semantic level. They
treat code as a black box and attempt to reconstruct the origi-
nal code based on the observable behavior, often represented
in the form of input-output samples. Approaches such as

SYNTIA [7] and XYNTIA [51] attempt to find an expres-
sion with equivalent behavior by relying on a stochastic al-
gorithm traversing a large search space. Other approaches,
e. g., QSYNTH [25], are based on enumerative synthesis: they
compute large lookup tables of expressions which they use
to simplify parts of an expression, reducing its overall com-
plexity. For code deobfuscation, these approaches are used to
simplify syntactically complex constructs (e. g., MBAs) or to
learn semantics of VM handlers. However, program synthesis
struggles with finding semantically complex expressions.
Example 6: Consider the function f (x,y,c) := (x⊕ y)+2 ·
(x∧ y). To learn f ’s core semantics, we generate random
inputs and observe f (2,2,2) = 4, f (10,13,10) = 23, and
f (16,3,0) = 19. A synthesizer eventually produces a function
g(x,y,c) := x+ y that has the same input-output behavior.
Notably, it learns that parameter c is irrelevant.

Ideally, superoperators provide such expressions. However,
our experiments (cf. Section 6.3) demonstrate that current
designs (e. g., as used by TIGRESS) are still vulnerable; since
superoperators combine different core semantics (represented
as individual inputs/output tuples), an attacker can synthesize
each core semantics separately by targeting each output oi.

Semantic Codebook Checks. A semantic codebook con-
tains a list of expressions that an attacker expects to exist
within obfuscated code. For a syntactically complex expres-
sion f , an attacker checks if f is semantically equivalent to
an expression g in the codebook by using an SMT solver [69].
If the SMT solver cannot find an input distinguishing f and
g, it formally proved they behave the same for all possible
inputs. A typical application scenario are VM handlers: They
often implement a simple core semantics (e. g., x+ y) [7, 58].
Thus, an attacker can construct a codebook based on simple
arithmetic and logical operations. As codebooks must contain
the respective semantics, increasing the semantic complexity
of expressions requires an (exponentially) larger codebook,
making the approach infeasible for a practical application.
Example 7: Consider a function f (x,y,c) := (x⊕y)+2 ·(x∧
y) and a codebook CB := {x− y,x · y,x+ y, . . .}. An attacker
can consecutively pick an entry g(x,y,c) ∈ CB and verify
whether f = g using an SMT solver. To this end, the solver
searches an assignment that satisfies f (x,y,c) ̸= g(x,y,c).
Only for g(x,y,c) := x+ y no solution can be found. Thus,
the attacker proved that f can be reduced to a syntactically
shorter expression, x+ y.

4 Design
We envision a combination of obfuscation techniques where
the individual techniques harmonize and complement each
other to thwart automated deobfuscation attacks. In line with
this philosophy, we now present a set of generic techniques
where each constitutes a defense in a particular domain. How-
ever, when these techniques are effectively combined, they
exhibit comprehensive protection against automated attacks.
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To achieve lasting resilience, we focus on inherent weak-
nesses underlying existing automated attack methods, instead
of targeting specific shortcomings of a given implementation.
We further underline our techniques’ generic nature by dis-
cussing their application on an abstract function f (x,y,c) as
introduced in Section 2.1. Next, we first discuss the design
principles of our approach, present the attacker model, and
afterwards explain the individual techniques in detail.

4.1 Design Principles
We have seen outlined automated attack methods can succeed
in extracting a function f ’s core semantics (cf. Section 3). To
mitigate these attacks, our design is based on three principles:
(1) merging core semantics, (2) adding syntactic complexity,
and (3) adding semantic complexity. In the following, we
present techniques incorporating these principles and discuss
their purpose as well as synergy effects emerging for our
overall design.

Merging Core Semantics. Our first technique extends f by
merging different, independent core semantics to increase the
complexity. This can be understood as combining different,
independent VM handlers in a single handler, or—in a more
generic setting—combining different semantic operations of
an unprotected unit of code in a single function f . The merge
is facilitated in such a way that each core semantics is al-
ways executed. Still, as these semantics are independent of
each other, we must ensure they are individually addressable,
i. e., f ’s output is equivalent to the result of a specific core
semantics. To allow the selection of the desired semantics, we
extend the function definition to f (x,y,c,k), where k is a key
selecting the targeted core semantics. Formally, the selection
is realized by introducing a point function ei(k), called key
encoding, that is associated with a specific core semantics and
returns 1 only for its associated key, 0 for other valid keys.
This guarantees that the original semantics are preserved. A
consequence of this interlocked, “always-execute” nature is
that taint analysis and backward slicing fail to remove all
semantics in f not associated with a specific k.
Example 8: We want to design a function f that returns,
based on a distinguishing key, either x+ y or x− y. We write
this as f (x,y,c,k) := e0(k)(x+ y)+ e1(k)(x− y) where ei(k)
can be any point function returning 1 for the associated k and
0 otherwise, for example e0(k) := k == 0xdead. Assuming
that e0(k) returns 1 and e1(k) yields 0, f returns x+ y.

Adding Syntactic Complexity. Assuming merged seman-
tics using different key encodings, an attacker can still dif-
ferentiate between key encoding and core semantics for a
given function f , as ei(k) operates only on the key while the
core semantics use x, y, and c. At the same time, a dynamic
attacker with knowledge of k can employ symbolic execution
to simplify f to the core semantics associated with the known
k by arithmetically nullifying operations not contributing to
the result. To prevent such an attack, we increase the syntac-

tic complexity by adding Mixed Boolean-Arithmetic (MBA)
formulas to key encodings as well as core semantics.

Symbolically executing these syntactically complex formu-
las creates no meaningful expressions. Even though modern
symbolic execution engines feature simplification rules for
basic arithmetic identities and laws, there exists an unlimited
number of MBA representations. In general, simplifying such
an expression to its syntactically smallest representative is
NP-hard [87].
Example 9: For f (x,y,c,k) := e0(k)(x+ y)+ e1(k)(x− y),
we can replace x + y with (x⊕ y) + 2 · (x∧ y), x− y with
x+¬y+1, and replace the multiplication of e1(k)(x−y) with
the rule (a∧b) ·(a∨b)+(a∧¬b) ·(¬a∧b) for a ·b, resulting
in the final function f (x,y,c,k) := e0(k)((x⊕y)+2 ·(x∧y))+
(e1(k)∧(x+¬y+1)) ·(e1(k)∨(x+¬y+1))+(e1(k)∧¬(x+
¬y+1)) · (¬e1(k)∧ (x+¬y+1)).

To exploit this weakness of symbolic execution and provide
a high diversity, we synthesize and formally verify MBAs in-
stead of using hardcoded rules. This additionally complicates
pattern matching and increases the number of instructions
marked by forward taint analysis and backward slicing.

Adding Semantic Complexity. One of the remaining prob-
lems are semantic attacks, for example, a dynamic attacker
that uses input-output behavior to learn an expression equiva-
lent to the core semantics (e. g., via program synthesis). There-
fore, we increase the core semantics’ complexity by applying
the concept of superoperators (cf. Section 2.1). These super-
operators make core semantics arbitrarily long and increase
the search space for semantic attacks drastically.
Example 10: Instead of using core semantics of depth 3
(e. g., x+ y), we apply more advanced core semantics such as
(x+ y) · (x⊕ y)) with depth 7 or ((x · c)≪ (y∨ (x⊕ c))) with
depth 9, resulting in f (x,y,c,k) := e0(k)((x+ y) · (x⊕ y))+
e1(k)((x · c)≪ (y |(x⊕ c))).

While superoperators increase the semantic and syntactic
complexity of core semantics, we further extend their syn-
tactic complexity using MBAs. Their synergy additionally
diminishes the effect of automated attacks.

4.2 Attacker Model
Intuitively, we envision a strong attacker to measure how our
obfuscation scheme fares under worst-case conditions. For
this purpose, we assume that an attacker has access to all
automated attacks (cf. Section 3).

We assume an attacker has access to the target binary that
includes at least one well-defined unit of obfuscated code at a
known location. In line with our previous abstraction, we say
this code unit can be represented by a function f (x,y,c,k).
The attacker’s goal is to reconstruct the core semantics of f
associated with a specific k. We require the reconstructed se-
mantics to (1) contain only the core semantics associated with
the specified k and (2) be comparable to the original code’s
semantics in terms of syntactic complexity. The intuition be-
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hind these constraints is to exclude trivial solutions such as
providing the unmodified function f itself (which contains,
amongst others, the core semantics for the required k).

Further, we assume two types of attackers, a static and a
dynamic one. The static attacker knows the precise code lo-
cations of x, y, c, and k as well as the location of function
f ’s output. As a result, they can enrich static analyses, e. g.,
by defining these code locations as taint sources. A dynamic
attacker extends the former by the ability to inspect and mod-
ify the values at these code locations. In particular, they can
observe any key k and propagate it to remove core semantics
not associated with this k. While a dynamic attacker is more
powerful (in terms of accessible information), certain analysis
scenarios such as code running on specific hardware (e. g.,
embedded devices), analysis on function-level without con-
text, or the presence of techniques like anti-debugging [12,13]
may rule out dynamic analysis in practice.

4.3 Key Selection Diversification
We want to prevent static attackers from learning the core
semantics via semantic codebook checks and prevent identifi-
cation of patterns in the key selection. To do so, we employ
two different key encoding schemes: Key selection based on
(1) the factorization problem, and (2) synthesized partial point
functions. To conduct a semantic codebook check, an attacker
uses an SMT solver to check for each entry of the codebook
whether it is semantically equivalent to f . Assuming that f
indeed includes a matching core semantics, the SMT solver
has to find a value for k such that the corresponding ei(k)
evaluates to 1. One way to prevent this is to design a key
encoding that relies on inherently hard problems for the SMT
solver, such as factorization.

Factorization-based Key Encoding. Factorization of a
semiprime n (the product of two primes, p and q) is an inher-
ently hard problem as long as the size of the factors are large
enough (commonly, a few thousand bits). SMT solvers prune
the search space by learning partial solutions for a given prob-
lem [45], but since no partial solutions exist for factorization,
they are forced to perform an exhaustive search.

We define our factorization-based key encoding as ei(k) :=
(n mod k) ≡ 0 where k is a valid 32-bit integer represent-
ing one of the two factors (k ̸∈ {1,n}). As our evaluation
shows, this encoding suffices to stall SMT solvers. However,
its distinct structure makes pattern matching attempts easy. To
increase diversity, we use MBAs and a second key encoding.

Partial Point Functions. Instead of restraining our set of
key encodings to a specific type, we synthesize generic point
functions without any predefined structure. This is based on
the insight that the ei(k) impose only a single constraint: they
must be defined for all valid keys (returning 1 for their asso-
ciated one, 0 for others). Invalid keys may return arbitrary
values, making our synthesized functions partial point func-
tions. Consequently, we are not restricted to specific point

functions, such as the factorization-based encoding, but can
use arbitrary point functions fulfilling this constraint.

Given a grammar containing ten different arithmetic and
logical operations (such as addition, multiplication, and logi-
cal and bitwise operations), we generate expressions by chain-
ing a randomly selected operation with random operands. This
operand is either an arbitrary key byte or a random 64-bit con-
stant. We chain at most 15 operations to limit the overhead
resulting from this expression. Finally, we check if the syn-
thesized expression satisfies the point function’s constraint.

Example 11: Let (k0,k1,k2) := (0x1336, 0xabcd, 0x11cd)
be a set of keys. Then, we synthesize the point function
e0(k) := ((0xff∧ k)⊕0xcd) ·0x28cbfbeb9a020a33 for a 64-
bit vector k. e0(k) evaluates to 1 for k0 and to 0 for k1 and k2.
For all other keys, it returns arbitrary values.

4.4 Syntactic Complexity: MBA Synthesis
To thwart symbolic execution and pattern matching, we use
MBAs for all components, including core semantics and key
encodings. As hardcoded rules only provide low diversity,
we precompute large classes of semantically equivalent arith-
metic expressions and combine them through recursive, ran-
domized expression rewriting. We now detail the creation of
the equivalence classes and discuss our term rewriting.

Equivalence Class Synthesis. To create semantic equiva-
lence classes for expressions, we rely on enumerative program
synthesis [4, 37]. To this end, we first define a context-free
grammar with a single non-terminal symbol S as start symbol
and two terminal symbols, x and y, representing variables. For
each arithmetic operation, we define a production rule that
maps the non-terminal symbol to arithmetic operations (e. g.,
addition) or terminal symbols. To apply a specified production
rule to a non-terminal expression, we replace the left-most S
with the rule. Expressions without a non-terminal symbol can
be evaluated by assigning concrete values to x and y. We say
that the depth of an expression represents the number of times
a non-terminal symbol was replaced by a production rule.
Example 12: The grammar ({S},Σ = V ∪O,P,S) with the
variables V = {x,y}, the set of arithmetic symbols O =
{+,−} and the production rules P = {S → x | y | (S +
S) | (S − S)} defines the syntax of how to generate termi-
nal expressions. To derive the expression x+ y of depth 3, we
apply the following rules: S→ (S+S)→ (x+S)→ (x+ y).
With a mapping of {x 7→ 2,y 7→ 6}, we can evaluate the ter-
minal expression to 8.

We now describe how we use our context-free grammar
in combination with Algorithm 1, which illustrates the high-
level approach of equivalence class synthesis. Starting with
a worklist of non-terminal states (initialized with the start
symbol S), we iteratively process all expressions for a cer-
tain depth until we reach a specified upper bound depth N.
For a given depth, we derive all terminal and non-terminal
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Algorithm 1: Computing equivalence classes.
Data: n is the maximum depth.

1 states← {S}
2 for d← 1 to n do
3 terminals← derive_terminals(states)
4 process_terminals(terminals)
5 non_terminals← derive_non_terminals(states)
6 states← non_terminals

expressions (also referred to as states) before processing the
terminals and then repeating the process for the next depth.
The call to process_terminals is responsible for sorting the
expressions into the respective equivalence classes. To this
end, we evaluate all expressions for a high number of different
inputs (e. g., 1,000), recording their output. Expressions with
the same output behavior for all provided inputs are sorted
into the same equivalence class. This provides an effective
but coarse-grained sorting of expressions into potential equiv-
alence classes. In a final step, we verify that these classes are
semantically correct. For this, we choose the member with the
smallest depth as representative and check with an SMT solver
that all other members are semantically equivalent to this rep-
resentative. Expressions failing this check are removed from
the equivalence class. All remaining expressions are formally
proven to not alter the original semantics.

To prune the search space and avoid trivial expressions
(e. g., x+0), we symbolically simplify each terminal and non-
terminal expression. For this purpose, we apply a normaliza-
tion step to commutative operators, perform constant propa-
gation, and simplify based on common arithmetic identities
(e. g., x+ y− y becomes x).

Expression Rewriting. So far, we generated a large set
of diverse equivalence classes we can use for replacing syn-
tactically simple expressions with more complex ones. A
naive approach replacing expressions with MBAs from the
equivalence classes is bounded by the largest depth found in
the respective class. To overcome this limitation, we propose
a recursive expression rewriting approach using the equiv-
alence classes as building blocks. This allows us to create
expressions of arbitrary syntactical depth. Even assuming an
attacker is in possession of all rewriting rules, it is difficult
to invert an expression: Term rewriting is inherently destruc-
tive [76]. Without knowing the applied rewriting rules and
their order, an attacker has to check all possibilities: n rewrit-
ing rules applied over m layers, resulting in the prohibitively
large number of nm candidates.

Given some expression e, we pick a random subexpression
and check if it is a member of an equivalence class. If it is, we
randomly choose another member from this class and use it
to replace the picked subexpression within e. We recursively
repeat this process for a randomly determined upper bound
n. As all members within an equivalence class are proven
to be pairwise equivalent, each replacement is guaranteed

to produce an equivalent expression. Consequently, the final
expression is provably equivalent to the first.
Example 13: Assume that we want to increase the syntactic
complexity of e := (x+ y)+ z with the upper bound n = 2.
First, we randomly choose the subexpression x+ y. We then
pick another member of the same equivalence class—(x⊕
y)+ 2 · (x∧ y)—and replace it in e. In this case, we obtain
e := ((x⊕ y)+ 2 · (x∧ y))+ z. In a second step, we choose
x⊕y, pick the semantically equivalent member (x∨y)−(x∧y)
and replace it again. The final MBA-obfuscated expression is
e := (((x∨ y)− (x∧ y))+2 · (x∧ y))+ z.

Empirical testing showed that for an initial expression the
randomly picked subexpressions would often be short, caus-
ing the resulting recursive rewriting to be very local in nature
rather than considering all of the expression. The previous ex-
ample illustrates this behavior. Considering the expression as
an abstract syntax tree (AST), we twice replaced deeper parts
of the AST while ignoring the top-level operation (addition
with z). Consequently, subsequent iterations would be even
less likely to pick the high-level operation, considering the
wealth of other operations to pick from. Therefore, the AST
would be significantly unbalanced. To avoid this, we prefer
selecting top-level operations in the first loop iterations.

4.5 Semantic Complexity: Superoperators
Up to this point, f ’s core semantics have a rather low semantic
complexity (e. g., x+ y). To thwart semantic attacks, we use
a variation of superoperators that increase the semantic com-
plexity. The intention is to significantly increase the search
space for an attacker: For example, assume a set of three vari-
ables V and a set of six binary operations O: For semantic
depth 3 (e. g., x+ y), an expression contains m = 2 variables
and n = 1 operations, such that an attacker has to brute-force
at most |V |m ∗ |O|n = 32 ∗61 = 54 possibilities. For depth 7
(e. g., ((x+y) ·(x⊕c))), they must try up to 34+63 = 17,496
different expressions (or 314,928 for depth 9). In other words,
the search space grows exponentially, making semantic code
book checks as well as program synthesis infeasible.

However, common superoperator strategies, e. g., as used
by Tigress [18], are not resilient against these attacks (cf. Sec-
tion 6.3). They usually include independent core semantics,
each having their own output; this causes the handler to have
multiple, independent outputs, which an attacker can target in-
dividually. As each core semantics itself usually implements
only a single operation [7,58] (e. g., x+y with semantic depth
3) attacking one such superoperator is similar to attacking
a series of regular handlers. To avoid this pitfall, we design
our superoperators to preserve the signature of f (a single
output and x, y, c and k as inputs) while providing a high
semantic depth. In other words, our superoperators consist
of a chain of core semantics that depend on each other and
must be executed sequentially: The output of the core seman-
tics is used as input for subsequent core semantics; the last
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1 d := a + b ; d1 := a + b
2 b := a * d ; b1 := a * d1
3 d := b | d ; d2 := b1 | d1

Figure 2: Three different core semantics, each implementing a simple opera-
tion. On the right-hand side, the SSA form of the respective expressions.

core semantics produces the output of the handler. Even if an
attacker is aware of these superoperators, they cannot split a
handler into multiple separate synthesis tasks and forces them
to synthesize the whole expression.

On a technical level, we construct superoperators based on
data-flow dependencies, more precisely use-definition chains
based on static single assignment (SSA) [22]: Given an unpro-
tected code unit in form of instructions in three-address code,
we assign a unique variable to each variable definition and
replace subsequent variable uses with its latest definition on
the right-hand side (called SSA form). Then, we build superop-
erators by first randomly picking variables on the right-hand
side and then replacing these uses by their respective variable
definitions recursively. By choosing lower and upper limits
for the recursion bound, we can control the superoperators’
semantic depth. To further increase the syntactic complexity,
we apply our MBAs.
Example 14: Assume we have three sequential instructions
(Figure 2, l. 1-3) implementing semantically simple opera-
tions; each represents an individual core semantics. Notably,
the first instruction’s output serves as input for the second
and third. Similarly, the second instruction is an input to the
third. To create a superoperator that implements a seman-
tically more complex operation, we transform the code into
SSA form, (randomly) pick b1 in the third instruction and
replace this use by its definition (l. 2), yielding d2 := (a *
d1) | d1. When picking d1, we replace it by its definition (l.
1) accordingly, transforming the expression into d2 := (a *
(a + b)) | (a + b). While the initial expressions have a
semantic depth of 3, the superoperator’s depth is 9.

Intuitively, replacing a use by its respective definition is
guaranteed to preserve the semantics, as variable assignments
are immutable in SSA form. Additionally, we prove the rewrit-
ten superoperator is equivalent to the original code with sym-
bolic execution.

4.6 Synergy Effects
To summarize, each of our components thwarts specific de-
obfuscation attacks: MBAs tackle symbolic execution and
pattern matching, while the nature of f with its multiple core
semantics, selected via a key, prevents taint analysis and back-
ward slicing from removing irrelevant semantics. Further,
superoperators increase the semantic complexity, throwing
off semantic attacks.

As indicated, especially the combination of our techniques
prevents automated deobfuscation attacks: They do not only
co-exist but have beneficial synergy effects, which in turn im-
prove the overall resilience of the combination. For example,

our MBAs weaken pattern matching on all levels, including
key encodings, and cause the differences between key encod-
ing and core semantics to blur. Besides the syntactic confusion
introduced, we can propagate the core semantics into the key
encoding and vice versa. For instance, we may use MBAs that
extend the key check with the variables x or y using arithmetic
identities that do not alter the key check itself. At the same
time, MBAs benefit from superoperators given they provide
ample opportunity to pick and replace subexpressions.

4.7 Verification of Code Transformations
Obfuscation generally modifies the syntactic representation
of code; thus, it is crucial to verify that it does not change the
code’s semantic behavior. One can achieve this by checking if
the transformed code is semantically equivalent to the original
one. While this works well for short sequences of instructions
(e. g., by using SMT solvers) within a reasonable amount of
time, it does not scale to complex programs. In such cases,
the industrial state of the art approximates these guarantees
by using extensive random testing [43, 86].

For our design, we choose the best applicable verification
method to ensure correctness: For individual components, we
use formal verification to prove their correctness (cf. Sec-
tions 4.3, 4.4, 4.5). To improve the confidence of the correct-
ness of the combination, we use an approach similar to black-
box fuzzing [27, 38], where we compare the I/O behavior of
the original and transformed code for a user-configurable num-
ber of random inputs, usually ranging from 1,000 to 10,000.
These are randomly sampled depending on the type expected
by the program (e. g., ASCII strings, random 64-bit integers,
or known edge cases such as 0 or 0x f f .. f f ), which needs to
be specified by the user. Crucially, we rely on human insight
and careful specification of the input domain such that the
sampled inputs cover the full program functionality. We apply
this fuzzing both on the binary level as well as on the interme-
diate representation; for the former, we compare the compiled
versions of the unprotected and protected programs, while we
emulate the program’s intermediate representation before and
after transformations for the latter. As a consequence of our
handlers’ interlocked, always-execute nature, we achieve full
code coverage and path coverage both on the intermediate
representation as well as on the binary level for all handlers
needed to represent the original code.

5 Implementation
To evaluate our techniques, we implement a VM-based obfus-
cation scheme named LOKI on top of LLVM [68] (version
9.0.0) and a code transformation component written in Rust.
LOKI consists of ~3,100 LOC in C++ and ~8,700 LOC in
Rust. In this scheme, each function f (x,y,c,k) is represented
by one of our 510 handlers. In other words, each handler can
implement any semantic operation that requires no more than
two input variables and one constant. Our handlers support
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the inclusion of three to five core semantics (randomly cho-
sen at creation time), which can be addressed by setting k
accordingly. Besides these 510 handlers, we have a VM exit
and a handler managing memory operations. The control flow
between handlers is realized as direct threaded code [44], i. e.,
each handler inlines the VM dispatcher. Our VM assumes
a 64-bit architecture. Code operating on smaller bit sizes is
semantically upcasted to guarantee correctness.

Our approach to obfuscate real-world code consists of three
major steps: Lifting, code transformation, and compilation.
The lifting starts with a given C/C++ input program that con-
tains a specified function to protect. We then translate this
function to LLVM’s intermediate representation (IR) and
use various compiler passes to optimize the input and unroll
loops as our prototype does not support control-flow to reduce
engineering burden. Note that this is no inherent limitation
of our approach, but a simplification we made as LLVM’s
passes sufficed in creating binaries that our prototype imple-
mentation can process. Finally, we lift the resulting LLVM
IR to a custom IR which the code transformation component
internally operates on. This component (a) parses the lifted
representation of the targeted function, (b) creates superop-
erators based on this input (with recursion bound 3 to 12),
(c) instantiates the VM handlers, applies our obfuscation tech-
niques (e. g., MBAs), and verifies them. For MBAs, we use
a random recursive expression rewriting bound between 20
and 30. We choose from a pre-computed database of 843,467
MBAs (all expressions up to a depth of 9), split over 48 equiv-
alence classes. In each class, there are roughly 17,500 entries
on average. To exemplify the dimensions: An attacker has
to try up to nm

Loki = 843,46730 = 6.1 ∗ 10177 possibilities to
simplify our MBAs; Based on our reverse engineering efforts,
state-of-the-art obfuscator TIGRESS features only 47 hand-
crafted rules (that are not applied recursively), such that an
attacker has to evaluate nm

Tig = 471 = 47 possibilities. (d) Fi-
nally, the Rust component generates the VM bytecode and
translates the handlers back into LLVM IR. Then, obfuscated
and original code are compiled with -O3 and verified.

6 Experimental Evaluation
Based on our prototype implementation, we evaluate if our
approach can withstand automated deobfuscation techniques
(resilience), while maintaining correctness and imposing only
acceptable overhead (execution cost). Overall, we follow the
evaluation principles outlined by Collberg et al. [20].

All experiments were performed using Intel Xeon Gold
6230R CPUs at 2.10 GHz with 52 cores and 188 GiB RAM,
running Ubuntu. Our obfuscation tooling uses LLVM [68] (v.
9.0) and the SMT solver Z3 [52] (v. 4.8.7). For tracing cover-
age, we rely on Intel Pin [39] (v. 3.23). Our deobfuscation tool-
ing is based on MIASM [11] (commit 65ab7b8), TRITON [61]
(v. 0.8.1), and SYNTIA [7] (commit e26d9f5). We use our
prototype of LOKI and the academic state-of-the-art obfus-

cator, TIGRESS [18] (v. 3.1), to obfuscate five different pro-
grams, each implementing a cryptographic algorithm: AES,
DES, MD5, RC4, and SHA1. This is a common approach: the
first three are based on an obfuscation data set provided by
Ollivier et al. [54]; the others are adapted from reference im-
plementations [9, 70]. These algorithms are representative for
real-world scenarios in which cryptographic algorithms are
used to guard intellectual property (e. g., hash functions used
for checksums in commercial DRM systems) [53]. In a case
study, we obfuscate VLC’s DVD decryption routine to show
how LOKI can be applied onto real-world use cases. Where
necessary, we adapt the programs slightly to allow LOKI to
process them (cf. Section 5) without modifying their function-
ality. TIGRESS’ configuration [62] resembles our design and
works on the same source code files.

6.1 Benchmarking
Our goal is to benchmark the correctness and cost of our
obfuscator. We do so by conducting a series of experiments,
measuring the overhead in terms of runtime and disk size as
well as verifying the correctness of transformed code. For
each obfuscator, we create 1,000 obfuscated instances for
each of the five targeted programs and use them for all exper-
iments. The overhead comparison is given as factor relative
to the original, unobfuscated program compiled with -O3. To
measure the MBA overhead, we create another 1,000 obfus-
cated instances without any MBAs for LOKI.
Experiment 1: Correctness. For each target, we verify
that all 1,000 obfuscated instances produce the same out-
put as the original program for more than 1,000,000
inputs. To obtain a uniform distribution over varying
input lengths of our cryptographic targets, we create
10,000 random inputs for each supported input length l ∈
[16;128]. Additionally, we test a number of edge cases
∈ {0x0..0,0x f f .. f f ,0x80..00,0x00..01,0xaa..aa,0x55..55}
(or their cartesian product if two inputs are required). This
amounts to a total of 1,134,068 inputs, for which we assert
equal input-output behavior.

All obfuscated binaries (both those with and without
MBAs) exhibit exactly the same behavior for the 1,134,068
inputs tested.
Experiment 2: Code Coverage and Path Coverage. To fur-
ther increase confidence in our correctness tests, we measure
both the code coverage and the path coverage that the inputs
from Experiment 1 achieve on the to-be-protected code both
for the original program and obfuscated instances.

We find that each of the more than 1,000,000 inputs from
Experiment 1 achieves full code coverage and full path cover-
age. This ensures that our inputs cover the complete behavior
of the code we obfuscate and that our obfuscation transforma-
tions have not altered this behavior.
Experiment 3: Overhead. For each target, we measure the
average execution runtime. To this end, each target wraps
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the to-be-protected code in a single function, which is called
10,000 times per input. We then execute each obfuscated
binary for 1,000 random inputs, recording the collected tim-
ings. We also compare the original program’s disk size to the
average of the obfuscated binaries.

As evident from Table 2, the runtime overhead ranges from
a factor of 301 to 482 compared to the original program’s
execution time. While this overhead may appear excessive—
also in comparison to TIGRESS—state-of-the-art commercial
obfuscation generally imposes an even larger slowdown, up
to ten times more than LOKI (cf. Table 2, [15]). We re-run this
experiment on the 1,000 binaries without MBAs to evaluate
their impact. On average, they are responsible for ~39% of the
overhead. Similar for the disk size, the obfuscated programs
are 18 to 51 times larger than the original ones. Size-wise,
MBAs cause ~33% of the overhead. For further details of
our MBAs’ overhead, we refer to the Technical Report [62].
Compared to THEMIDA and VMPROTECT, our obfuscating
transformations generate almost always smaller programs,
while TIGRESS always produces significantly smaller bina-
ries.

Overall, we conclude that our overhead is moderate in com-
parison to commercial state-of-the-art obfuscators. For further
discussion, we refer to Section 7. TIGRESS’ overhead is im-
pressively small, but it falls short in providing comprehensive
protection as the following experiments show.

Case Study: VLC with LIBDVDCSS. To showcase the
practical feasibility of LOKI in real-world scenarios, we ob-
fuscate the DecryptKey function in LIBDVDCSS [71]; this
component of VLC [72] is responsible for decrypting the
multimedia content of DVDs keys. The underlying idea is
to protect the decryption algorithm from the prying eyes of
crackers and protect intellectual property. However, the vast
majority VLC’s code is irrelevant to content decryption, such
that there is no need to obfuscate the whole LIBDVDCSS li-
brary or even the whole media player. After obfuscating the
DecryptKey function, which is called before the actual media
content is played, we measure the execution time of the func-
tion during initial startup, when the DVD is decrypted. We
average the results over ten executions. We find that without
obfuscation, the function is executed in 2,952 nanoseconds,
while with obfuscation, the decryption lasts 937,606 nanosec-
onds. Overall, LOKI slows down the initialization by one
millisecond, a negligible cost for protecting one’s intellectual
property, especially if the to-be-protected function is only
called in the application’s startup phase.

6.2 Resilience
We evaluate whether our techniques can withstand automated
deobfuscation approaches. To this end, we analyze the impact
of syntactic and semantic attacks against the obfuscated code
in the presence of both static and dynamic attackers. We de-
sign all experiments by assuming the strongest attacker model.
To this end, we test each component individually, therefore

ignoring beneficial synergy effects. Where applicable, we
first evaluate our techniques on a general design level before
testing their concrete implementations. The former serves
as universal evaluation of a technique’s resilience, while the
latter demonstrates that this also holds when actually imple-
mented on the binary level.

LOKIATTACK. Fundamentally, attacking the obfuscated
VM on the binary-level has two stages: (1) Identifying a spe-
cific handler within the VM, and (2) attacking (simplifying)
this particular handler as far as possible. For our evaluation,
especially (2) is interesting, as all our techniques focus on
hardening individual handlers. As such, we develop a custom
attack framework that we call LOKIATTACK. It is specifically
tailored to the attacked obfuscators and automates the first
stage: It identifies all VM handlers and provides the attacker
(for each handler) with access to the handler parameters (x, y,
c, and—for LOKI—k). For a dynamic attacker, it also provides
concrete values for these parameters. Finally, LOKIATTACK
uses symbolic execution to obtain all code paths through
the intermediate representation (IR) of the O3-optimized VM
code that depend on an unknown (static attacker) or known
(dynamic attacker) value of k (for LOKI). For each such path,
an attacker can launch the actual attack on the handler (stage
2), for which LOKIATTACK provides a number of techniques
implemented as plugins, e. g., taint analysis, symbolic exe-
cution, or program synthesis. To implement LOKIATTACK,
we use MIASM; the plugins for stage 2 are based on TRI-
TON (byte-level taint analysis), MIASM (bit-level taint analy-
sis, backward slicing, and symbolic execution), and SYNTIA
(program synthesis). These plugins include costly operations
(SMT solving, program synthesis, and symbolic execution),
from which some may run for several days. As our evalua-
tion consists of more than 300,000 analysis tasks, we limit
each one to 1 hour to keep the analysis time manageable.
This is a common use-case and in-line with previous work on
deobfuscation [5, 7, 51].

6.3 Evaluation of Key Encodings
We evaluate whether a static attacker can obtain a specific
core semantics using semantic codebook checks. Note this
experiment is only applicable to LOKI as TIGRESS has no
concept of key-based selection of core semantics. Assume
that the function f (x,y,c,k) includes x + y as one of its
core semantics. Then, an attacker can use an SMT solver
to find a value for k such that f is semantically equivalent
to g(x,y,c) := x+ y. On a technical level, we employ an ap-
proach called Counterexample-Guided Abstraction Refine-
ment (CEGAR) [16, 17] that relies on two independent SMT
solvers: While SMT solver A tries to find assignments for all
variables (including k) such that f and g produce the same
output, solver B tries to find a counterexample for this value
of k such that f and g behave differently. Then, A uses the
counterexample as guidance.
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Table 2: Runtime and disk size overhead as factors relative to the non-obfuscated binaries (compiled with O3). (w/o = without)

Time Factor Size Factor
AES DES MD5 RC4 SHA1 AES DES MD5 RC4 SHA1

VMPROTECT
Virtualization 2,489 1,859 1,982 1,321 2,524 37 21 40 44 40
Ultra 8,925 9,152 13,047 5,806 15,411 47 37 57 59 53

THEMIDA
Tiger White 1,388 622 203 240 552 58 38 58 58 59
Dolphin Black 11,695 5,052 2,428 3,634 8,354 67 47 85 63 84

LOKI 386 301 357 482 386 33 18 39 37 51
w/o MBA 236 185 204 315 233 21 13 25 26 32

TIGRESS 261 51 101 58 111 3 4 2 2 3

Experiment 4: Hardness of Key Encodings. We generate
1,000 random instances of our factorization-based key encod-
ing and synthesize 10,000 point functions. Then, we apply
the CEGAR approach independently to both key encodings
and check if the SMT solver finds a correct value for k.

We observe that the SMT solver found no correct key for
the factorization-based encoding, but hit the 1h timeout in all
cases. Considering the point function-based key encoding, Z3
managed to find a value for k in 6,932 cases (~69%). On av-
erage, it found the solution in 284s (excluding timeouts). We
conclude that an SMT solver struggles with our factorization-
based key encoding, while point functions often can be solved.
Recall though that point functions primarily serve to diversify
and erase discernible patterns to impede pattern matching.

Experiment 5: Key Encoding on Binary Level. To verify if
our implementation properly emits these key encodings, we
generate 1,000 binaries that contain one specific handler
which includes x+ y as one of its core semantics. These bina-
ries contain neither MBAs nor superoperators. Assuming a
static attacker uses CEGAR, we check in how many cases the
SMT solver finds a correct value for k.

Using LOKIATTACK, we obtain the handler’s instructions
and use our CEGAR plugin based on Z3 to find a value for
k, such that these instructions are semantically equivalent to
x+ y. While hitting the timeout in 690 cases, Z3 managed
to find a correct value for k in 310 cases (31%). The SMT
solver needed, on average, 444s to find the solution (excluding
timeouts). Overall, we conclude that our key encodings indeed
pose a challenge for a static attacker relying on SMT solvers.

Note that this component is special within our system, as
its approach specifically targets only static attackers. This is
due to the fact that dynamic attackers can trivially observe
a value for k. While a dynamic scenario is not always possi-
ble, another attack vector could be to offload 64-bit integer
factorization to custom tools (assuming an attacker manages
to locate the key encodings, which in itself is a non-trivial
task given our MBAs and point functions). Thus, our key
encodings can be considered to be our weakest component.
However, our design assumes that an attacker can retrieve a
value for k, but we try to make this as hard as possible. The
syntactic simplification experiments show that knowledge of
a key k is beneficial but not sufficient to simplify any handler.

Table 3: Statistics for backward slicing and forward taint analysis (TA),
averaged over 7,000 handlers. Unmarked instruction can be removed as
irrelevant. (Unmark. = not tainted / not sliced; Dyn. = dynamic attacker)

Byte-level TA Bit-level TA Slicing
Static Dyn. Static Dyn. Static Dyn.

L
O

K
I IR paths 1,950 199 1,451 168 1,656 179

Unmark. 17.49% 17.50% 17.61% 17.62% 5.49% 7.57%
Time [s] 556 58 710 78 630 67

T
IG

R
E

S
S IR paths 1 1 1

Unmark. 44.70% 44.70% 22.35%
Time [s] 1.3 1.6 1.4

Syntactic Simplification. In the following, we evaluate
whether syntactic simplification techniques—namely, forward
taint analysis, backward slicing, and symbolic execution—
succeed in extracting a core semantics associated with a spe-
cific key, either by trying to identify instructions not con-
tributing to a function f ’s output or by symbolically simpli-
fying f . We use LOKIATTACK as a basis and conduct the
respective attack in stage 2 for both a static and a dynamic
attacker. We assume that an attacker is given a binary contain-
ing seven handlers, f0(x,y,c,k), · · · , f6(x,y,c,k)), each con-
taining between 3 and 5 core semantics. Further, each han-
dler fi contains one predefined core semantics from the set
{x+y,x−y,x ·y,x∧y,x∨y,x⊕y,x≪ y} that an attacker wants
to identify via syntactic simplification. As sample set for our
experiments, we generate 1,000 binaries protected by MBAs
but without superoperators, amounting to 7,000 handlers to
analyze. For each binary, we use LOKIATTACK to extract all
handlers; for each handler, LOKIATTACK provides us with the
parameter locations (and values for the dynamic scenario) and
all code paths. For each code path (a list of instructions), we
then use the respective stage 2 plugin. We apply the following
experiments also to 7,000 TIGRESS handlers (with disabled
superoperators), respectively.

Experiment 6: Forward Taint Analysis. For each of the
7,000 handlers, we conduct a forward taint analysis with
byte-level and bit-level granularity. The former is based on
TRITON, while the more precise bit-level taint analysis is
implemented on top of MIASM. In general, higher precision
is expected to produce fewer false positives and result in
fewer tainted instructions. Recall that an attacker’s goal is
to identify all instructions that do not belong to the core
semantics associated with a specific key. Using taint analysis,
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an attacker can remove all instructions not depending on x, y,
c, or k (in a dynamic scenario: on a concrete value for k).

The resulting data is shown in Table 3 (where unmarked
instructions refer to instructions that are not tainted, i. e., in-
structions that can be removed). The results show two inter-
esting insights: First, the granularity has negligible impact
on the results (difference of 0.12%). Second, the number of
tainted instructions is almost equal for a static and a dynamic
attacker. This is surprising as for LOKI the number of visited
paths in the IR’s control-flow graph is significantly lower in
the dynamic setting. Intuitively, this means a dynamic attacker
has better chances of removing more instructions. However,
our results show that the sole benefit of a dynamic attacker
is spending less time per handler. In numbers, an attacker is
always able to only remove about ~18% of a handler’s as-
sembly instructions. Manually inspecting the instructions not
tainted revealed that these can always be put into two cate-
gories: Either they are part of the inlined VM dispatcher that
is responsible for loading the next handler (which is indepen-
dent of the current handler’s semantics), or it is an instruction
loading a constant value before it interacts with tainted in-
structions (comparable to Example 3). To summarize, forward
taint analysis fails to remove a single instruction that is related
to the core semantics or key encodings. For TIGRESS, on the
contrary, only one IR path exists, meaning the handlers are
short and simplistic in nature. No difference between bit and
byte-wise taint analysis exists; overall, an attacker succeeds
in removing 45% of instructions—significantly more than for
LOKI.

Experiment 7: Backward Slicing. Besides forward taint
analysis, an attacker can use backward slicing to identify all
instructions that contribute to a handler’s output. We again
consider both a static and dynamic attacker trying to reduce
each handler to the core semantics associated with a specific
k by removing as many unrelated instructions as possible. Our
backward slicing approach is based on MIASM and operates
on the same 7,000 handlers as Experiment 6.

The results are denoted in Table 3, where an unmarked
instruction refers to an instruction that was not sliced, i. e., it
does not contribute to the output. Other than for taint analy-
sis, a dynamic attacker has a slight advantage compared to
a static attacker (2.08%), as they slice slightly fewer instruc-
tions. While the static attacker marks all instructions but the
inlined dispatcher, our manual inspection revealed that dy-
namic analysis skips some IR paths depending on irrelevant
key values. Compared to forward taint analysis, backward
slicing marks more instructions, i. e., it removes fewer instruc-
tions (~7% vs. ~18%). This is due to the backward-directed
nature of the approach, which allows it to slice instructions
loading constant values. We conclude that backward slicing is
technically more precise than forward taint analysis, but fails
to remove instructions belonging to the core semantics or key
encodings. For TIGRESS, slicing succeeds to remove signif-

Table 4: Symbolic execution for semantic depth 3 and 5, each averaged over
7,000 handlers. (Simplified = percentage of handlers simplified)

Depth 3 Depth 5
Static Dynamic Static Dynamic

LOKI
IR paths 4,960 559 5,450 703
Simplified 0% 17.93% 0% 14.64%
Time [s] – 94 – 168

TIGRESS
IR paths 1 –
Simplified 30.61% –
Time [s] 1.4 –

icantly more instructions, however, less than taint analysis.
This is again due to the loading of constant values.
Experiment 8: Symbolic Execution. Besides removing in-
structions not contributing to the output, an attacker can use
symbolic execution to extract a handler’s core semantics.
To this end, a symbolic executor uses simplification rules to
syntactically simplify the handler’s semantics as much as pos-
sible. We use the same 7,000 handlers as Experiment 6. We
analyze each handler independently with MIASM’s symbolic
execution engine and measure whether it can be simplified to
the original core semantics.

We model both a static and more powerful dynamic attacker.
In the latter scenario, the attacker observes a value for k and
thus can nullify all core semantics not related to this specific k.
Hence, they obtain a much simpler expression containing only
the desired core semantics, albeit in syntactically complex
form (due to MBAs). Recall that for the 7,000 handlers, the
semantic depth of the core semantics is always 3 (e. g., x+ y).
This intentionally weakens resilience, as superoperators with
a higher depth naturally increase both semantic and syntactic
complexity. To show this, we create another 7,000 handlers
(1,000 binaries à 7 core semantics) with a semantic depth
of 5 (e. g., x+ y+ c) and repeat this experiment. We cannot
create handlers of depth 5 for TIGRESS, as it is not possible
to explicitly set the handler’s semantic depth.

All results are shown in Table 4. Notably, a static attacker
fails to simplify any of LOKI’s handlers. Without knowing
a value for k, an attacker has to analyze the expression con-
taining all key encodings and their associated core semantics.
In other words, an attacker fails to nullify irrelevant core se-
mantics. To significantly simplify the handler, a static attacker
has to find a valid key first (reducing the problem to Exper-
iment 5). A dynamic attacker, on the other hand, only has
to simplify the MBAs as they already identified the core se-
mantics associated with the key. For depth 3, they succeed in
removing all MBAs for ~18% of LOKI’s handlers, while, for
TIGRESS, ~31% of the handlers can be simplified. In other
words, an attacker can simplify significantly more handler
for TIGRESS than for LOKI. For a more realistic depth of 5—
subsequent experiments show ~80% of LOKI’s handlers are
at least of depth 5—the attacker’s success rate is even lower,
namely ~15%. This percentage implies that a number of ex-
pressions can be simplified regardless of the higher base depth.
This may be the case, e. g., when the random combination of
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applied MBAs cancels itself out. Still, this demonstrates our
synergy effects are indeed helpful to prevent an attacker from
symbolically simplifying the core semantics, leaving them
with a complex MBA that conceals the actual semantics.

We conclude that our MBAs are successful in thwarting
symbolic execution, one of the most powerful deobfuscation
attacks. For a more detailed analysis of how a user of LOKI
can trade performance against reducing the attacker’s suc-
cess chances even further (to 6.79%), refer to the Technical
Report [62].

Experiment 9: Diversity of MBAs. An attacker tasked with
removing such MBAs may investigate whether a diverse num-
ber of expressions exists for the same core semantics. If this
is not the case, they can manually analyze each MBA and
extend the symbolic executor’s limited set of simplification
rules by rewriting rules to “undo” specific MBAs. To this
end, we assume a dynamic attacker that already symbolically
simplified the expression as far as possible without any MBA-
specific simplification rules. We do this for each handler type
(recall that the 7,000 handlers of depth 3 consist of 7 different
core semantics à 1,000 handlers) and then analyze how many
different, unique MBA expressions exist.

Our analysis reveals that, in summary, LOKI generates
5,482 unique MBAs for the 7,000 expressions analyzed
(78.31%), while TIGRESS creates only 16 (~0.23%) unique
MBAs. Thus, an attacker adding 16 rules to their symbolic
executor could simplify all core semantics. This difference
can be explained by the fact that TIGRESS uses only a few
handwritten rules to create MBAs, while LOKI features a
generic approach to synthesize MBAs. To further highlight
the difference between both approaches, we repeat this exper-
iment for another set of 7,000 handlers—created in the same
configuration but with different random seeds—and calculate
the intersection of unique MBAs. TIGRESS re-uses exactly the
same 16 MBAs, while LOKI re-uses 109 expressions but gen-
erates 5,299 new unique MBAs (i. e., 10,781 unique MBAs
in total). Creating simplification rules specific to LOKI is a
tedious task (given the high number of unique MBAs) that
does not pay off when analyzing other obfuscated instances.
For a discussion of what an attacker can achieve when they
are in possession of all available MBA rewriting rules, refer
to Section 7. We conclude that LOKI’s MBAs are superior
to state-of-the-art approaches relying on a small number of
hardcoded MBAs, both in terms of resilience and diversity.

State-of-the-art MBA Deobfuscation. A number of ap-
proaches for MBA simplification have been proposed, most
notably SSPAM [30], ARYBO [36], NEUREDUCE [32], and
MBA-BLAST [48]. The deployed techniques range from pat-
tern matching-based simplification over machine learning to
algebraic simplification. Regardless of the underlying tech-
nique, they all share one major drawback: They expect the
MBAs to be available on the source code level in form of a
formula, such as “x + y - y”, rather than dealing with them

on the binary level. As a consequence, these deobfuscation
tools lack support for MBAs using different bit sizes and
operations such as zero-extension or sign-extension. Further-
more, they assume that the MBAs are free of constants and
more complex arithmetic operations, such as multiplication
or left-shifts. In contrast to these limitations and assumptions,
LOKI’s MBAs not only employ all these operators but also
contain constants, thus making a fair, direct evaluation of our
MBAs contained in binaries difficult. To avoid these pitfalls,
we use LOKI’s term rewriter to generate simpler MBAs—
called artificial MBAs—and emit them as a formula rather
than deploying them in the binary. We make the following
artificial restrictions: We (a) emit no constants, (b) do not
intertwine the MBAs with the key encoding, (c) remove any
information (or operation) relating to size casts, and (d) avoid
complex, unsupported operations such as multiplications or
left-shifts. Instead, the resulting MBAs are a formula contain-
ing only the following operations {+,−,∧,∨,⊕}. While this
significantly weakens LOKI’s MBAs, aforementioned state-
of-the-art MBA deobfuscation techniques can now process
these artificial MBAs, allowing a fair evaluation. For NEURE-
DUCE, we use the Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)-based Long
Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model provided by the authors.
We further adapt MBA-BLAST to recursively attempt simpli-
fication for subexpressions. MBA-BLAST cannot deal with
nested arithmetic expressions; only expressions on the root
level of the expression’s abstract syntax tree may contain arith-
metic operators. All subexpressions must consist purely of
Boolean operators. As our MBAs are highly nested, we apply
the respective tool recursively on each subexpression until
it cannot simplify the expression any longer. We considered
evaluating ARYBO [36]; however, we noticed it does not termi-
nate for 64-bit expressions within one hour. Further, ARYBO
outputs truth tables in form of expressions representing the
relations between different bit positions. Its goal is aiding a
human analyst rather than automated simplification. Thus, we
exclude it from the following experiment. As a baseline, we
port our deobfuscation tooling, LOKIATTACK with the SE
plugin, to the source level: We first use aggressive compiler
optimizations (“-O3”) to simplify the MBA and then—as a
stage 2 plugin—symbolically summarize it using MIASM’s
symbolic execution engine. This is the same approach as has
been used for the previous experiments.

Experiment 10: MBA Formula Deobfuscation. For each
core semantics from the set {x+ y,x− y,x∧ y,x∨ y,x⊕ y},
we use LOKI to generate 1,000 artificially simplified MBAs
on the source code level. We do this for each recursive
term rewriting bound from [1,30] (during normal operation,
LOKI’s rewriting bound is randomly chosen between [20,30]).
In summary, we generate 5,000 MBAs per rewriting bound,
i. e., 150,000 obfuscated expressions in total. We then pass
each MBA to the deobfuscation tools MBA-BLAST, NEURE-
DUCE, SSPAM, and LOKIATTACK and observe how many
expressions they can simplify to the ground truth.
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Figure 3: Number of artificial MBAs that have been successfully simplified
(averaged over 5 different core semantics). The gray-shaded area marks the
recursive rewriting bounds randomly picked by LOKI for our regular MBAs.

The number of simplified expressions, averaged over the
five different core semantics, are depicted in Figure 3. As the
data shows, our custom deobfuscation tooling, LOKIATTACK,
significantly outperforms all state-of-the-art deobfuscation
techniques. NEUREDUCE can only simplify a handful of ex-
pressions in total. One limitation is that it can only work with
inputs up to 100 characters; however, our artificial MBAs with
a rewriting bound of 20 contain, on average, 7,960 charac-
ters (after removing all whitespaces). We have tried a similar
approach as we have employed for MBA-BLAST, however,
found it does not improve its accuracy. Studying their dataset
used to train the model, we believe that their approach heavily
overfits on the training data, a set of simple and short (on
average 75 characters without whitespace) MBAs. SSPAM
fails to deal with the highly recursive nature of our MBAs,
frequently hitting the stack recursion limit. MBA-BLAST
performs better and manages to simplify a number of simple
MBAs. However, the success rate of all tools decreases with
a higher term rewriting bound. LOKI’s default is to use a ran-
dom recursive rewriting bound between 20 and 30, for which
all but LOKIATTACK fail to simplify basically any MBA. For
example, MBA-BLAST simplifies only 157 of 55,000 MBAs
for LOKI’s recursive rewriting bounds, [20,30]. While the
success rate of LOKIATTACK may seem high, recall that we
artificially weakened these MBAs by excluding a number of
operations and removing all constants; Experiment 8 evalu-
ates how LOKIATTACK with the symbolic execution plugin
performs on our regular MBAs.

Semantic Attacks. Semantic attacks such as program syn-
thesis exploit the low semantic depth of individual core seman-
tics. We evaluate the impact of our superoperators on these
attacks. First, we analyze the average semantic complexity
of core semantics with and without superoperators. Then, we
perform a high-level experiment to measure the general limits
of synthesis-based approaches. Finally, we demonstrate that
our superoperators withstand synthesis-based attacks on the
binary level. Note that we only consider a dynamic attacker
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Figure 4: The distribution of core semantics with and without superoperators.

in the following, as knowing a value for k is a prerequisite for
any reasonable semantic attack. A static attacker would only
learn random behavior, as the key encodings are only valid
for a predefined set of keys.

Experiment 11: Complexity of Core Semantics. To evalu-
ate our superoperators’ distribution and their impact on the
complexity of core semantics, i. e., their semantic depth, we
create 1,000 obfuscated binaries without superoperators as
a baseline for each benchmarking target (cf. Section 6.1) and
1,000 binaries with superoperators. We compare the two sets
on the average number of unique core semantics and their
semantic depths. To simplify evaluation, no MBAs are used.

Without superoperators, each binary on average contains
15.8 core semantics. With superoperators, this number in-
creases to 58.8. Additionally, Figure 4 shows that superop-
erators have a significantly higher semantic depth, usually
ranging from 5 to 13 with a clearly visible peak at depth 9.
Compared to obfuscation without superoperators, where only
a few core semantics with semantically low complexity are
used, superoperators increase the number of unique core se-
mantics and their semantic depth notably. This makes the task
of synthesizing semantics more difficult.

Experiment 12: Limits of Program Synthesis. We evaluate
how the success rates of program synthesis relate to semantic
complexity. We generate 10,000 random expressions for each
semantic depth between 1 and 20 and measure how many
of them can be synthesized successfully. Modeling our func-
tion f , we use SYNTIA’s grammar [7] to generate random
expressions depending on three variables. Based on the au-
thors’ guidance, we set SYNTIA’s configuration vector to
(1.5, 50000, 20, 0) and use it to synthesize each expression.

Figure 5 shows that simple expressions can be synthesized
quite easily; at a semantic depth of 7, only ~50% can be syn-
thesized. For larger semantic depths, it becomes increasingly
unlikely to synthesize expressions. Given our results from
Experiment 11, we conclude that our superoperators produce
core semantics of sufficient depth to impede program synthe-
sis.
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Experiment 13: Superoperators on Binary Level. To eval-
uate the impact of program synthesis, we assume a dynamic
attacker has extracted a handler’s core semantics (for LOKI:
associated with a known value of k). They then use SYNTIA—
configured as in Experiment 12—to learn an expression hav-
ing the same input-output behavior. We create 400 obfuscated
binaries (without MBAs, with superoperators) for each bench-
marking target (cf. Section 6.1), randomly pick 10,000 core
semantics and measure SYNTIA’s success rate.

Overall, using SYNTIA as a stage 2 plugin on top of LOKI-
ATTACK, we managed to synthesize 1,888 (~19%) of LOKI’s
expressions and 6,779 (~68%) of TIGRESS’ expressions. On
average, it took 157s to synthesize an expression for LOKI
and 144s for TIGRESS. The results show that—while both
designs employ superoperators—it is crucial how these super-
operators are crafted. As outlined in Section 2.1, TIGRESS
usually includes independent core semantics, allowing the
attacker to split the superoperators into multiple smaller syn-
thesis tasks, each of low semantic complexity. On the other
hand, LOKI’s design ensures that its superoperators cannot
be split into smaller tasks but have high semantic depths. In
summary, LOKI is the first obfuscation design showing suffi-
cient protection against program synthesis, an attack vector all
state-of-the-art obfuscators fail to account for. Given LOKI’s
synergy effects and high resilience against syntactic simplifi-
cation approaches, semantic deobfuscation techniques remain
an attacker’s last resort. However, even when using program
synthesis, arguably the strongest semantic attack, an attacker
can only recover less than a fifth of LOKI’s core semantics.

7 Discussion
Overhead. Table 2 indicates that the overhead of code obfus-
cation is generally excessive. However, this cost is accepted
in practice because only small, critical parts of the whole pro-
gram need to be protected (e. g., proprietary algorithms, API
accesses, or licensing-related code). As a result, the overhead
has to be seen in relation to the whole program. As our case
study shows for LIBDVDCSS, using obfuscation only for crit-

ical, well-chosen code parts has no negative impact on the
usability of the respective program (here VLC).

MBA Database. Assuming an attacker intends to symboli-
cally simplify MBAs, they may benefit from using a lookup
table mapping complex MBAs to simpler expressions. This
approach is effective for state-of-the-art obfuscators such as
TIGRESS that only use a limited number of hardcoded rewrit-
ing rules (cf. Experiment 9). LOKI, in contrast, is the first ob-
fuscator that employs a generic approach to synthesize highly
diverse MBAs, resulting in a large number of MBAs (stored in
a database for performance reasons). Users of LOKI can keep
their MBA database (including the synthesis limit up to which
MBAs were synthesized) private. In fact, users could choose
arbitrary lower and upper limits as well as completely differ-
ent grammars to create an MBA database. Without knowing
the parameters, a re-creation of the database is not feasible.
That said, even in cases where an attacker is in possession
of the MBA database, there is no straightforward process to
reverse the recursively generated expression (cf. Section 4.4).

Attacker Model. Our evaluation assumes a strong attacker
model with significant domain knowledge and access to all
kinds of static and dynamic analyses. In practice, an attacker
is often weaker. Especially without prior knowledge about
the given obfuscation techniques, the usage of additional tech-
niques (e. g., VM bytecode blinding [7] or range dividers [1])
and other countermeasures (e. g., self-modifying code [50] or
anti-debugging techniques [33]) complicates analysis.

Human Attacker. Ultimately, code obfuscation schemes
are usually broken by human analysts [58]. This is partly
because humans excel at recognizing patterns and adapt to
the given obfuscation [23]. Collberg et al. [19] define potency
to denote how confusing an obfuscation is for a human ana-
lyst. Due to the difficulty of measuring a human’s capability
with regard to deobfuscation, we restrict our evaluation to
automated attacks. We argue that without automated tech-
niques, analysis becomes subjectively harder. Nevertheless,
we believe that pattern matching might be the most potent
attack on our approach. While we use a fixed structure, we
argue that our MBAs remove identifiable patterns. Still, we
are not aware of an adequate way of measuring this. How-
ever, even if we assume that a human attacker breaks one
obfuscated instance, other instances remain hard. This is as
our design samples from large search spaces for its critical
components, providing significant diversity for MBAs and
superoperators. In summary, we expect LOKI to perform rea-
sonably well against human attackers even if this cannot be
easily quantified.

8 Related Work
Over the years, a large number of obfuscation techniques were
proposed [1, 8, 19, 31, 35, 40, 50, 53, 54, 56, 74, 77, 87]. Many
of these techniques are orthogonal to our work and focus on
one specific transformation. For an overview over the field
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of obfuscation, we refer the interested reader to the overview
by Banescu and Pretschner [3]. In the following, we discuss
techniques closest to our work.

MBA. Zhou et al. introduced the concept of Mixed
Boolean-Arithmetic (MBA) to hide constants and calculations
within complex expressions. While conceptually simple, this
approach proved effective against many analysis techniques,
such as symbolic execution. As a consequence, a number
of approaches towards deobfuscating MBAs were proposed,
including pattern matching (SSPAM [30]), symbolic simplifi-
cation using a Boolean expression solver (ARYBO [36]), pro-
gram synthesis (SYNTIA [7], XYNTIA [51], QSYNTH [25]),
machine learning (NEUREDUCE [32]), and algebraic sim-
plification (MBA-BLAST [48]). While those techniques are
effective against common MBAs, LOKI’s generic approach
to synthesize diverse MBAs produces expressions resilient
against such attacks (cf. Section 6).

VM Obfuscation. Our prototype implementation LOKI
uses a VM-based architecture to showcase our techniques.
However, we make no attempt at obfuscating the VM structure
itself, which we consider orthogonal to our work. Examples
for such work include virtual code folding, where the map-
ping between opcodes and individual handlers is obfuscated
to impede static analyses [14, 46, 67, 81]. While they use dy-
namic keys to determine the next handler, we use keys within
our handlers to select a specific core semantics. With regard
to deobfuscation, approaches such as VMHUNT [79], VMAT-
TACK [41], and others [42, 64] may succeed in reconstructing
LOKI’s VM structure (similar to LOKIATTACK). However,
they cannot recover individual handler semantics, since they
rely on techniques such as symbolic execution and backward
slicing, for which LOKI is resilient against by design.

Thwarting Symbolic Execution. With regard to thwarting
symbolic execution-based deobfuscation approaches, early
work by Sharif et al. [65] already proposed key-based encod-
ings to make path exploration infeasible. Later approaches
extend on this work by introducing multi-level opaque pred-
icates (so-called range dividers) [1] or artificial loops [54].
LOKI extends these ideas: it does not only make path explo-
ration infeasible, but also prevents symbolic simplification
attacks due to its MBAs.

Thwarting Program Synthesis. Program synthesis is
one of the most powerful attack vectors [7, 51]. Concurrent
work [51] proposes a search-based program synthesis ap-
proach outperforming SYNTIA. However, the authors note
that merging handlers and increasing a handler’s semantic
complexity proved effective in thwarting such attacks. This is
in line with our evaluation.

9 Conclusion
In this paper, we present and extensively evaluate a set of
novel and generic obfuscation techniques that, in combination,
succeed to thwart automated deobfuscation attacks.
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